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Abstract
We observe the real-time breaking of single Cooper pairs by monitoring the radio-frequency
impedance of a superconducting double quantum dot. The Cooper pair breaking rate in the micro-
scale islands of our device decreases as temperature is reduced, saturating at 2 kHz for temperatures
beneath 100 mK. In addition, we measure in real-time the quasiparticle recombination into Cooper
pairs. Analysis of the recombination rates shows that, in contrast to bulk films, a multi-stage
recombination pathway is followed.
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Unpaired electronic excitations - quasiparticles - play an important role in determining
the behaviour of superconducting electrical devices. They lead to even-odd parity effects in
Coulomb blockade nanostructures [1, 2]; they act as a source of decoherence in superconduct-
ing qubits [3]; they cause generation-recombination noise in superconducting resonators [4];
they may be important in superconducting-normal devices for Majorana fermionics [5]; and
importantly they enable the detection of far-infrared light, for example in kinetic induc-
tance detectors [6]. In this Letter we investigate the generation and recombination of single
quasiparticle pairs in a superconducting double dot (SDD), a Coulomb blockade nanostruc-
ture. Double quantum dots have been widely investigated in the context of semiconducting
spin qubits where they enable electrostatic control and measurement over electron spins
and spin-pairs [7]. Previously, semiconductor double dots have been integrated with super-
conducting leads, allowing electrostatically tuneable supercurrents [8] and the splitting of
Cooper pair currents into spatially separated and correlated electron currents [9–11]. How-
ever, apart from an early study investigating the superconducting double quantum dot as
a qubit architecture [12] there have been few studies of this system, thus motivating our
current work.
We investigate the quasiparticle dynamics in the SDD, therefore our results are relevant
to the long-standing quasiparticle poisoning problem in superconducting qubits [13, 14]. It
has long been known that incoherent quasiparticle tunnelling interrupts the coherent tun-
nelling of Cooper-pairs. Quasiparticle poisoning is hence a serious issue in charge-based
superconducting qubits [15] and has recently been shown to be relevant in the case of low-
charging energy transmon qubits [16]. Experiments on superconducting qubits have shown
that by taking extreme care over filtering infra-red radiation it is possible to extend co-
herence times, presumably because of the lower quasiparticle temperatures achieved [17].
Quasiparticle tunnelling into a Cooper-pair box has been used to detect far infrared radi-
ation from a black body source with a noise-equivalent power of less than 10−19 W/Hz1/2,
potentially providing a successor technology to kinetic inductance detectors [18]. In parallel,
studies on superconducting resonators have shown a saturation of the quasiparticle popula-
tion at a relatively high temperatures of 140 mK [19]. It remains an experimental challenge
to reduce the quasiparticle temperature towards the base lattice temperature in a dilution
refrigerator.
Our SDD consists of two superconducting Al islands connected by an R = 7 kΩ tunnel
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FIG. 1. Device and experimental configuration. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of a supercon-
ducting double dot device. The false colour regions show the dc gates (green), the microwave gate
(red), the source and drain contacts (yellow) and the islands (purple). Uncoloured metal regions
are artefacts of the triple angle evaporation process. (b) The device is embedded in a lumped
element LC resonant circuit, with L = 510 nH and C = 0.41 pF. The V-shaped marks denote
superconducting electrodes. The circuit resonates at 349 MHz with a loaded Q-factor of ≈ 50.
barrier. Each island is also connected to normal metal (Al0.98Mn0.02) source and drain reser-
voirs by relatively opaque (R = 4 MΩ) tunnel barriers (fig. 1a). A pair of electrostatic gates
addresses each island, allowing control over the charge state. The SDD pattern is defined by
electron beam lithography, the metal deposited by multiple-angle thermal evaporation and
the tunnel barriers formed by controlled in-situ oxidation. In previous work we characterized
the normal state behaviour of similar devices [20], but here we focus on properties arising
from superconductivity.
We measure the amplitude and phase of a low power (−121 dBm) radio-frequency signal
reflected from a lumped element resonant circuit which, along with the SDD, is maintained
at the base temperature of a dilution refrigerator (fig. 1b). Throughout the work reported
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here, our main observable is a phase shift associated with the electric polarisability of the
Cooper pair and quasiparticle states. In the case of the Cooper pair states, this polarisability
is usually referred to as the ‘quantum capacitance’ [21, 22] and is comparable in magnitude
to the junction capacitances of the device (CQ ∼ fF). The quantum capacitance is given by
CQ = Cgeom − d2E/dV 2, where V is the voltage on the source contact and E is the energy
of the state probed. Therefore the biggest changes are observed near an anti-crossing and
no quantum capacitance is observed in classical Coulomb blockade devices. The quantum
capacitance has been useful in measurements of quasiparticle tunnelling in Cooper-pair
boxes [23], and it has also been used for spin readout in the case of a semiconductor double
quantum dot [24].
At millikelvin temperatures the quantised nature of charge becomes apparent. When the
gate potentials are changed, a honeycomb pattern characteristic of Coulomb blockade in
double quantum dots is observed [25–27]. Since the dot-lead tunnel barriers are relatively
opaque the resistance of the sample is poorly matched by the tank circuit and we see, in the
averaged reflected radio-frequency signal, a purely dispersive contribution as Cooper pairs
are transferred between the dots (fig. 2a). Meanwhile there is no dispersive or dissipative
signal due to the Andreev-reflection processes which changes the total charge on the SDD,
presumably due to the low rates of these processes [28]. Using the island (ECL = 314
µeV, ECR = 227 µeV) and interdot (ECM = 88 µeV) charging energies, and the Josephson
energy (measured by microwave spectroscopy to be 110±10 µeV), which couples the Cooper
pair charge states, we determine the Helmholtz free energies of the charge states. We plot
in fig. 2b the expected cross-section of the energy states for a detuning axis labelled 
whose modification causes charge transfer between the dots. The energetics are similar to
those of a semiconductor double dot [25], except for the quasiparticle charge states which
have an additional free energy cost of ∆˜ per quasiparticle excitation. The Helmholtz free
energy is given by F = U − TS, where U is the internal energy, T is the temperature
and S the entropy, and so ∆˜ = ∆ − kbT lnNeff, where ∆ is the superconducting gap and
Neff = 2
√
2V ρ(0)
√
∆kBT ∼ 5000 is the effective number of states available for occupation
by an excited quasiparticle [1]. Here, ρ(0) is the single spin density of states at the Fermi
surface for normal state aluminium and V ≈ 4× 103 µm3 is the island volume.
We calculate CQ() for the various charge states and find good agreement between the
measured signal and the expected value for the ground state (fig. 2c). The experimental
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FIG. 2. Quantum capacitance. (a) Averaged measurement of capacitance as a function of the dc
control gates. The charge states are shown and a reference state (0,0) is arbitrarily chosen. We
illustrate the detuning axes δ and . (b) The calculated device bandstructure as a function of 
detuning for different island charge states. The calculation was performed with experimentally
determined values for the device energy parameters. (c) A comparison of measured and calculated
values of δC for the symmetric (ground state, labelled S) and the antisymmetric (labelled A)
Cooper-pair bands and the quasiparticle states.
data underestimates the magnitude of CQ due to finite occupancy of excited states with
CQ < 0, or CQ = 0.
Biasing at single points in gate voltage along the line  = 0, and turning off the averaging
in our data acquisition, we measure excursions of the system into excited states in the time
domain (fig. 3a). This is characterised by the two level switching between states with
CQ = 0.5 fF and CQ = 0. While there is only one possible state with CQ = 0.5 fF there
are a number of possible states with CQ = 0. These are the Cooper pair states (0,0) and
(2,2); the odd-parity states (0,1), (1,0), (2,1), (1,2); and the doubly odd parity state (1,1)
(fig. 3c). In order to determine which of the states are responsible for our measurement
result, we analyse the switching data by collecting the switching times into a histogram.
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The result is fitted to the exponential distribution expected for a Poisson process, and then
corrected for the finite bandwidth of our measurement system [29]. In this way we are able
to find the rates from (ΓS→) and to (ΓS←) the symmetric ground state. Plotting these
rates as a function of δ-detuning (fig. 3b), we see that ΓS→ is flat in the region of δ = 0,
whereas for larger values of δ it increases exponentially until our measurement is bandwidth
limited. The rate of the S→(1,1) process is expected to be constant since it depends only
on the energy difference between the (1,1) state and S, which is independent of δ. We
therefore conclude that in the flat region of detuning, the S→(1,1) process is responsible
for the switching. Our theoretical model corroborates this conclusion, as we calculate the
other processes causing transitions from S at δ = 0 to be orders of magnitude slower than
the experimentally determined switching rate.
The exponential increase in rate with detuning can be understood by either the thermal
activation of tunnelling of single Cooper-pairs or of single electrons, i.e. switching between
S and (0,0) or (2,2), or switching between S and an odd parity state such as (1,0). To
determine which is responsible, and to confirm the cause of the flat region, we examine
theoretically the rates for all processes. Using existing formulae from earlier work on NIS
junctions, we calculate rates for quasiparticle tunnelling [30] and Andreev reflection [31, 32]
from each of the leads. The former follow from Fermi’s golden rule, whilst the latter are
derived using a nonlinear response approach. Both of these rely on perturbative expansions
of an electron tunneling Hamiltonian whose magnitude depends inversely on the junction
resistance, which must therefore be suitable large for our theoretical results to be accurate;
the relatively opaque lead junctions of our device justify this assumption. We choose a
temperature of 125 mK for these calculations, as we find ΓS→ to be constant below this
point (fig 4b), suggesting the breakdown of thermalisation. When the appropriate rates are
summed, they agree qualitatively with the experimental data as long as a constant breaking
rate is added. We attribute the constant rate to the S→(1,1) process, in which single Cooper
pairs are being broken (fig. 3d), as there are no other significant breaking processes with
constant δ dependence. Furthermore the simulations indicate that transitions from S are
primarily caused by Andreev reflection from the leads at larger δ-detunings.
The recombination rate for a pair of quasiparticles in bulk aluminium corresponding to
the SDD volume (V ≈ 4 × 103 µm3) is 8(1.76)3
τ0V ρ0∆
≈ 5 kHz [33, 34]. This assumes an electron-
phonon coupling constant τ0 = 458 ns and a single-spin density of states for normal state
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aluminium ρ0 = 1.72×1010 µm−3eV −1. The equivalent direct recombination process for our
SDD, (1, 1)→S, will be dramatically suppressed from the bulk rate due to the forced spatial
separation of the quasiparticles. Therefore we expect recombination to occur via particle
exchange with the leads. As δ-detuning is increased the ordering of the (1,1) state and
highest lying odd parity state is reversed (Fig. 3c) and the recombination rate decreases,
which we attribute to the requirement for thermal activation for the first step in these
recombination paths. Note that the recombination cascade prevents the emission of a single
phonon with energy 2∆, reducing any effect of the recombination phonon causing further
pair-breaking events, as happens in bulk [35].
To further investigate the dynamics of the SDD we measure the rates ΓS→ and ΓS← as
a function of magnetic field (fig. 4a) at  = 0, δ = 0. We apply an in-plane magnetic field
which quenches superconductivity in the SDD at a critical field, Bc = 320 mT. The B field
suppresses the zero field gap, ∆0, as ∆(B) = ∆0
√
1− B2
B2c
[36] where Bc is the critical field,
thus reducing the Josephson energy and hence the energy difference between A and S (fig.
4c). The quasiparticle containing states also have their energy suppressed as ∆˜ is reduced,
and the (0,1) state is expected to be lower in energy than the (0,0) state for magnetic fields
above ≈ 75±25 mT. This leads to quasiparticle trapping in the (1,0) state, which is released
by thermally activated tunnelling into (0,0). ΓS← therefore decreases with applied field past
this point (Fig. 4a).
The rate ΓS→ increases with increasing field, since as ∆˜ decreases the (1,1) state lowers
in energy and becomes more accessible. This observation is in line with previous measure-
ments [14]. It is interesting to note that for B > 150 mT, a population inversion occurs
between S and excited quasiparticle states as seen by the crossing of the ΓS→ and ΓS← rates,
thus the trapped quasiparticle state dominates the population.
Finally we monitor the rates as a function of temperature (fig. 4b). We find that ΓS→ has
an approximately constant value at low temperature after which it increases with tempera-
tures, and ΓS← decreases with increasing temperature. This behaviour can be understood
in terms of the suppression of ∆˜ by increasing temperature, which changes the ordering of
the energy levels in a manner analogous to the case of field suppression.
In this work we have probed, at the single particle level, the rich quasiparticle dynamics
of a SDD which allows single pair-breaking and recombination events to be observed. SDDs
have future potential in the area of far-infrared light sensors since they provide the limiting
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FIG. 3. Splitting and relaxation. (a) Time domain measurement of CQ at  = δ = 0, showing
transitions between CQ = 0.5 fF and CQ = 0 states. (b) Rates ΓS→ and ΓS← determined from time
domain measurements as a function of δ detuning. (c) Calculated band structure as a function of
δ. Dominant excitation and recombination routes at zero detuning are shown on the right. (d)
Calculated rates for various transitions, using the model described in the text. ΓS→Σ is the sum
of all rates from the ground state. Around zero detuning, the S→(1,1) transition dominates.
case of a pair-breaking detector, in which a single far-infrared photon might create a single
detected quasiparticle pair.
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